Sopra Steria and CIMPA reveal the CIMPA Lab, the first lab dedicated to PLM innovation

A co-innovation lab dedicated to PLM, the strongest link in a successful digital transformation

Blagnac, 11 October 2017 – a 100% Sopra Steria subsidiary and a major player in PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) consulting and services, CIMPA guides its clients in their digital transformation in the aerospace, defence, transport and energy sectors. To pursue its innovative approach, CIMPA has created the “CIMPA Lab”, inaugurated today in the presence of Tom Williams, Chief Operating Officer of Airbus Commercial Aircraft, Xavier Pecquet, a member of the Sopra Steria executive committee in charge of the aerospace sector, and Pierre Lopez, CEO of CIMPA. This new collaborative platform makes it possible to mobilise and develop all of the company’s PLM knowledge.

Innovation at the heart of CIMPA professions

Smart factory, factory of the future, industry 4.0: the 4th industrial revolution has already begun, with the accelerated integration of new technologies. To meet these needs and make the most out of these major evolutions, CIMPA offers bespoke accompaniment that takes account of all product lifecycle stages, from design to production and maintenance.

CIMPA Lab: a collaborative, dynamic and multidisciplinary platform

With the CIMPA Lab, a collaborative platform dedicated to co-innovation and co-design, CIMPA is supporting companies even further during their digital transformation. Designed to identify, develop and experiment on new uses for the most relevant technologies, CIMPA Lab combines the company’s operational know-how with technological infrastructures. Open to employees, clients and partners, it is part of Sopra Steria Group’s DigiLabs, a network that aims to support innovation in the digital sector.

“We are very happy to inaugurate the CIMPA Lab. With this platform dedicated to innovation, we wish to offer our clients a wealth of PLM skills and a dedicated space to guide and support them through the innovation and valuation process, thus contributing to meet the major industrial challenges”, says Pierre Lopez, CEO of CIMPA.

The CIMPA Lab is made up of three spaces split up over 200 m²:

- **The CIMPA Lab Showroom**, a facilitation centre to transform ideas and concepts into innovative solutions
- **The CIMPA Lab Virtual Room**, a virtual reality space to experiment and simulate in an immersive environment
- **The CIMPA Lab Make It Room**, a space for prototyping, to make it more quickly to the finished product stage

(Visuals available here)
CIMPA in a few key figures:

- 110 million euros of turnover in 2016
- 1,100 employees in Europe
- Over 25 major strategic accounts
- Partnership with start-ups
- 225 new positions planned for 2017

About Sopra Steria
Sopra Steria, a European leader in digital transformation, provides one of the most comprehensive portfolios of end-to-end service offers on the market: consulting, systems integration, business line software development, infrastructure management and business process services. Sopra Steria thereby provides leading businesses and organisations with comprehensive solutions for their growth and competitiveness. By combining value added, innovation, and high-quality services, Sopra Steria supports its clients in making the best use of digital technology as they move forward. With over 40,000 employees in more than 20 countries, the Sopra Steria group posted a turnover of €3.7 billion in 2016. Sopra Steria Group (SOP) is listed on Euronext Paris (Compartment A) - ISIN: FR0000050809

For more information, please visit our website www.soprasteria.com

About CIMPA
A 100% Sopra Steria, CIMPA offers PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) services within industrial domains, in particular in the aerospace and defence as well as the transportation and energy sectors. Its expertise lies in four main domains: Consulting, Integration, Business Process and Support & Training. These services, based on its expertise in PLM technologies and related processes, are aimed at industrial companies and their ecosystem: suppliers, partners, clients, etc. As a leading player in PLM within Airbus, its entities and other major contract providers, CIMPA posted a turnover of €110 million in 2016 and employs over 1,000 employees across Europe.

To find out more, go to: www.cimpa.com
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